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Recently Gagliardi [2] has proved a theorem on recognizing handles in 3-manifolds crystalliza- 
tions [3]. The purpose of this note is to present a short proof of this result which follows as a 
corollary of Theorem 2 and to introduce a more general definition of combinatorial handle, 
crucial for the proof. We also present a crystallization which settles two questions posed in [2]. 
1. Introduction 
The basic terminology of this article follows that of [4]. See also [3] for 
information about and for a proof of the central result of Crystallization Theory: 
The main theorem of this paper reduces the homeomorphism question for PL- 
closed n-manifolds to a pure graph theoretical one. This could be important, 
mainly in dimensions 3 and 4, where there is still hope of advances in the 
classification problem. 
The first result along this line appears in [1] which provides a similar reduction 
to combinatorial complexes. The gems and crystallizations have much more 
internal structure than those complexes. This is achieved by restricting to the 
1-skeletons of special ball complexes [4], where graph theoretical techniques can 
be put to work. The methodology of the present paper is an instance of these 
applications. 
Let G be a 3-gem [4] and eh, ei, ej, ek be edges in G with colors, respectively, 
h, i, j, k (the four colors used to paint the edges of G). Suppose that any pair of 
the above edges lies in the same 2-residue (or bigon). Then we define the set 
{eh, ei, ej, ek} to be 
(i) A splitter, if the deletion of its members increases the number of con- 
nected components of G, and 
(ii) A combinatorial handle, otherwise. 
A digon in a graph is a pair of edges with the same pair of distinct vertices as 
their common ends. A thick diagonal of an hi-gon is a digon with edges in colors ] 
and k with their ends belonging to the hi-gon. In the terminology of [2], the term 
combinatorial handle is used for what we have defined as thick diagonal. The 
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precise connections between these concepts are established in the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 1. Let e i, ek be a thick diagonal of an hi-gon in a 3-gem. Let v and w 
be the ends of e i and ek. Finally let ei be the i-colored edge incident o v and eh the 
h-colored edge incident to w. Then the set {eh, ei, ej, ek} is: 
(i) A splitter, if the deletion of its members increases the number of connected 
components of the 3-gem; 
(ii) A combinatorial handle, otherwise. 
Proof. It is enough to observe that any two of the edges of the set lie in the same 
bigon. [] 
Remarks. The 4 edges of the unique 3-gem with 2 vertices form, accordingly to 
our definition, a splitter. However irrelevant o our purposes, this sounds strange, 
and may at will be explicitly ruled out. It is clear how to generalize the above 
definitions to n-gems, but since our use for it at present is in dimension 3, we stick 
to this dimension. 
In our terminology Gagliardi's theorem [2] takes the following form: 
Theorem 1([2]). Let G be a crystallization for a closed 3-manifold M 3. Assume 
that {eh, ei, ej, ek} are as in Proposition l(ii). Then M 3 admits a non-trivial 
connected sum decomposition of the type 
M3 ~ N3~(~l  )~ ~2), or 
M 3 ~ N3~(~ 1 ~ ~2), 
where ~1 ;< ~2 is the non-orientable ~2 bundle over ~,  and N 3 is an appropriate 
closed 3-manifold. 
The theorem is a corollary of Proposition l(ii) and of Theorem 2 of Section 3. 
The proof of the latter relies on a lemma of Section 2. 
2. Walking lemma 
Two vertices of a 3-gem are completely separated if any path which links them 
have edges of all four colors. This includes the case in which the vertices are in 
distinct components and there are no paths. Observe that the condition of being 
completely separated is equivalent o the one of having the vertices lying in 
distinct 3-residues for each one of the four types of 3-residues. If G is a 4-regular 
4-edge colored graph and v, w are vertices in G, we denote by G(fus)vw the 
graph of the same type obtained by fusion [4] at these vertices. Two 3-gems are 
said to be equivalent ff one can be obtained from the other by a finite sequence of 
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h-dipoles creations and eliminations [3], where h = 1, 2. The following lemma is 
our basic tool. 
Lemma 1 (Walking Lemma). Let v be a vertex in a 3-gem G, x be the neighbor of v 
by the h-colored edge and u be the neighbor of x by the i-colored edge. Suppose w is 
a vertex in G completely separated from v, x, u. Then G(fus)vw and G(fus)uw are 
equivalent 3-gems. 
Proof. The hypotheses directly imply that G(fus)vw and G(fus)uv are 3-gems. 
Create a 1-dipole at the i-, ]-, k-edges which were welded in the fusion of v and 
w in G(fus)vw. Let v' and r be the vertices of this new 1-dipole. (See Fig. 1.) The 
h-edge with vertices v', r and the/ -edge with vertices x, u are in the same hi-gon. 
Create a 2-dipole with vertices t, p at those edges. Finally cancel the 1-dipole with 
vertices r, p to get a 3-gem H. Now starting from G(fus)uw and operating by 
symmetry we reach the same H. Figure 1 congeals the whole process. [] 
If v is in a connected 3-gem G and w is in another H, the fusion at the 3-gem 
whose components are G and H at the pair v, w is denoted by G ~§wH, and is 
called the connected sum of G and H at v, w. As a consequence of the Walking 
lemma we have: 
Corollary 1. Let u and v be adjacent vertices in a connected 3-gem G. Let w be a 
vertex in a connected 3-gem H. Let x be any vertex in G and y be any vertex in H. 
Then either 
G '~§~H- -G"§WH,  or 
G X§~H=G'~§WH. 
Moreover, if G or H is not bipartite, or if both are bipartite but one of them admits an 
automorphism which interchanges the classes in the bipartition while maintaining 
the colors, then G " §w H-  G ~ §~ H. 
Proof. Assume first that there is a path in H between y and w with an even 
number of edges. Then, by the Walking Lemma, G x §~ H- -  G x §w H. There exists 
a path with an even number of edges between either x and u or x and v, in graph 
G. In the first case we have G ~§w H-G U§WH, and in the second G ~§w H- -  
G ~ §w H. If every path between y and w has an odd number of edges, let t be a 
vertex adjacent o w in H by the edge of the same color as the one linking u to v 
in G. By repeating the first part we may conclude that either G ~ §~ H = G "§' H 
or G ~§YH- -G ~§'H. To conclude it is enough to establish that G "§'H------- 
G ~ §w H and G ~ §' H -  G "§w H. By symmetry, we consider only the first of these 
equivalences. Let h be the color of the edges linking u to v and t to w. Consider 
the edges of the other colors i, ], k which were welded to form G ~§ 'H and 
G ~ §w H. By introducing 1-dipoles in these 3-gems along those triples of edges we 
get the same 3-gem. 
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Fig. 1. For use in the proof of the Walking lemma. 
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If G is not bipartite, there exists a path with an even number of edges between 
u and w; thus G ~§w H- -G  ~§WH. If H is not bipartite, by using an even path 
between w and t we get G ,,§w H~-G ~'§' H - -G  ~§WH. Suppose now that G is 
bipartite but admits a color preserving automorphism which interchanges the 
vertices in the bipartition. Suppose u' is the image of u under the automorphism. 
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Fig. 2. Unique 8-vertex crystallizations for 51 x ~2 and ~1 ,q ~2.  
Clearly, G~'§"H-~G~"§"H.  Since there is an even path between u' and 
v, G ~,,§w H-= G ~ §w H. If H is the one which admits such an automorphism, let t' 
be the image of t under it. We get in the same way GU§WH-=G~§ 'H~ 
G "§" H- -G  ~§WH. [] 
The above corollary implies that up to equivalence of gems, there exists at most 
two distinct ways to put together two components of a 3-gem by means of fusion 
at vertices in different components. This is not surprising because the space of the 
resulting 3-gem is the connected sum of the spaces of the original components. 
What is surprising is the simplicity in the combinatorial manifestation of such a 
pure topological fact. Let us denote by 512 and by 5L 2 respectively, the unique 
8-vertex crystallizations for 51× 5 2 and for the non-trivial 5 2 bundle over 5 ~. 
These crystallizations play a fundamental role in Theorem 2 and are depicted in 
Fig. 2. 
Corollary 2. Let G be any connected 3-gem and let H be either 5 x2 or 5~ 2. Let v 
and w be arbitrary vertices of G and let w and t be arbitrary vertices of H. Then 
G "§WH-G~'§ 'H .  
Proof. Note that the vertex sets of both 512 and 5~ 2 can be partitioned in four 
sets of two vertices each forming a digon. Consider the involution which inter- 
changes the vertices of these digons. In both cases this involution is an au- 
tomorphism which preserves colors and interchanges the two classes of the 
bipartition of the vertex set. The result then follows from the last part of previous 
corollary. [] 
In view of these corollaries we let G§H mean G ~§'~ H for some v in G and w 
in H in the case that the equivalence dass of the resulting gem is independent of 
the choice of v and w. 
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3. Main theorem 
The central result of this article is the following theorem. 
Theorem Z. Let a and b be completely separated vertices in a connected 3-gem G. 
Then. 
(a) G(fus)ab - G§~ 12, if there is an odd path between a and b; 
(b) G(fus)ab =- G§~!  2, if there is an even path between a and b. 
Proof. Let 7r be a path between a and b. Without loss of generality we may 
suppose that the first edge of this path is k-colored and that the last is /-colored. 
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a l Fig. 3. For use in the proof of Theorem 2. 
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Let/3 be the first edge of ~r. We refer to Fig. 3. If 7r has an odd number of edges 
do four successive creations of 1-dipoles along /3 in order to create a vertex f 
completely separated of a as shown in Fig. 3. Let G'  denote the resulting 3-gem. 
Clearly the equivalence G(fus )ab-  G'( fus)ab holds. By the Walking lemma we 
get 
G'(fus)ab --- G'(fus)eb - G'(fus)fb -- G ' ( fus)c . f -  G'(fus)c._xf 
= . -  • - G ' ( fus )c l / -  G ' ( fus )c f .  
Note that G'( fus)c f  ~ G§~ 12. Therefore G(fus)ab =-- G§~ 12. 
Suppose now that ~r has an even number of edges. Let a be the/-colored edge 
incident o a. As before do four successive creations of 1-dipoles now along ot to 
create a vertex h completely separated from a. See also Fig. 3. Let G" denote the 
resulting 3-gem. Observe that G(fus)ab =-G"(fus)ab and that by the Walking 
lemma 
G"(fus)ab - G"(fus)gb =-- G"(fus)hb - G"( fus)ha.  - G"( fus)ha._ l  
- • • "=- G"( fus)ha l  =- G"(fus)ha. 
Observe that G"(fus)ha ---- G§SL a and so G(fus)ab = G§5L  a. [] 
Now the proof of Theorem 1 follows easily. 
Proot of Theorem 1. Let G' be the 3-gem obtained from G by removing an 
internal open se~ent  from each one of the edges eh, ei, ej, ek and welding the 
eight free ends into two new 4-valent vertices as indicated in Fig. 4. Let v, b, t 
denote the number of vertices, bigons and 3-residues of G and v', b', t' those of 
G'. Graph G'  is indeed a 3-gem: We have v '=v+2 and b '=b+6.  Since 
b '~v '+ t' [4, Cor. 1], it follows that t'>~ t+4.  On the other side, as the fusion at 
a, b, which transforms G'  back into G, can only decrease by at most 1 the number 
G 6' 
~1 t Ij 
Fig. 4. For use in the proof of Theorem 1. 
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of bigons of a given type, we also conclude that t'<~t+4. Thus equality holds 
implying that b '= v '+ t' which shows that G'  is a 3-gem. By the hypothesis that 
{eh, ei, e~, ek} is a combinatorial handle (and not a splitter) in G, we get that G'  is 
connected. By Theorem 2, G-~ G'(fus)ab =--G'§H where H is either 512 or ~2.  
Therefore the associated 3-manifolds IGI and IG'§HI are homeomorphic. By 
letting N 3 ~ IG'I and using that [G'§HI ~-IG'I#1HI, we get the result. [] 
4. Two answers and two questions 
Question 2 of [2] asks whether there exists a crystallization for Sxx $2 which is 
digon-free. Question 4 of the same article asks whether there exists a crystalliza- 
tion free of digons whose associated manifold has Z as its fundamental group. 
The crystallization i Fig. 5 is a positive answer for Question 2, whence also for 
Question 4. This crystallization was derived from a Heegaard diagram and was 
obtained in collaboration with Mandel. 
Let M 3 be a closed 3-manifold, G any crystallization for M 3 and M~, M~ 
arbitrary closed 3-manifolds whose connected sum is homeomorphic to M 3. We 
conclude with two questions: 
(1) If G does not have a splitter, how to effect crystallization moves [3] on it in 
order to produce one? 
(2) If M 3 (i = 1, 2) has 2~ as its fundamental group, is it true that G has either a 
splitter or a combinatorial handle? 
I 
I I 
d 
Fig. 5. Digon-free crystallization for 51 × ,S 2 (combinatorial handle: {H, I, J, K}). 
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